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MOTION

There lies a big *den and challenge" on the shoulders of

vocational educators and special educators in successful ieplemen

tion of teaching techniques in educating the handicapped student in

the vocational clams, I would be deceiving q collugum if I

used the words "burden" and 'challenge" rather lightly, However,

it ie a challenge in guesting the vocational handicapped learner

that need not be a burden with the willingness and cooperation

between vocational educators and special educators in working together,

For oc purpose this prototypic resource unit is confined to the hear-

tog impaired student in the vocational cluerool,

By what authority or credentials do I possess for developing

this unit? I as neither a vocational educator nor a special educator

I an both. I an also hearing impaired with a hearing loss

o severe, You'll never irow it if you met ml

Hinted in public schools from X -12 with a B,S, in Clothing I

Textiles Technology and Education (1976, Framingham State College,

Framingham, Laseachueetts) along with emu employment as a Food

Service Assistant for United Airlines Flight Kitchen (1972 to 1977,

loge International Airport, Boatoni*sachusatts) have been aped-

elleel for me in functioning and performing to the standards of the

hearing mature, In 1977 I vas hired by The Boston School to develop

and implement a prevocational and practical artsproem in the

nous of foods and clothing. In September of 1978 I mu a bar of

a kin teatom Tba Boston School invited to participate in the

II Nst1Grol Working Conference on Career Education for the Hering

Impaired held at HIV and again in Septa* of 1979 to participate

in the National project on Career Education Workshop in Delivery

Skills held at ED to become a facilitator of i el workshops in

Career Education and Planning Mils, While on leave from The Boston

School, I an currently involved an a Graduate Research Assistant in

the Special Education Department at Kent State University and an

scheduled to receive iv kg, in Hearing Impairment in August, 1981,

This resource unit is a compilation of pest reflections of lig

personal experiences and tarries, professional teaching experiences,

2-

roach and coursework, Its primary purpose is to focus on a

specific vocational area (fool service) and show how the vocational

educator and special educator can work together. This unit is

designed with step by step procedures so that it can be applied to

other vocational ems me well, However, please take into consideration

that this prototypic resource unit is only a model that may need to

be codified for your own personal use, Hopefully it shall bet start

in the devel ent and iglenentation of a worldng team between the

vocational educators and special educators in your school system,
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SE11 A

Vocational !dilators

This :section deals with the step processes aids by the

national Bingor in swains the mention or perforance d

a task into its co anent gal equipment, tools, ateriLls,

processes and states, lc u are the expert in your vocitkal area

and can be the beet emu for supplying the ails of those aterisill

tools, etc, that are utilised and minoring then into their

respective classifications.

There an 4 steps involved in this section which are satirised

as follows,

1 Writing out the directions of a task or axe

nt,

Step 2 Brealdug down the directions into its steps and

listing the ateriali, processes, tools, etc.

Step 3 Categorising the word list from Step 2,

Step 4 . An ongoing list to be continually supplied with

new Kalb, This Will be 3 Harter Classification

List for use by you and the Special .

An Overview:to_ The Rearinclaairel

So you have a hearing *aired student in your vocational

education class:rocs, Don't pencil The student is no different

Ito any of the other students except in one opacity he cult

hear as vell. Roma, with s better understanding of who that

hearing impaired student Is coin fin and what special consideration

to utilise when teaching, will enable the vocational instructor

to successfully implement his goals and objectives of his vocational

field to all students,

Definitions

. is one who Is born with, or acquires s boric; loss

so severe that speech and language cannot be learned

through hazingauditory channels), A deaf person

relies heavily on lipreading and manual conniation

- American Sign Languge, 35 . Sign &act

Willi etc,),

2. Hearing licaired - is one who is born with, or squires a

hearing loss which ay range from wild to severe

and whose wpeech and lineage are lamed through

carnal channels. The hearing impaired porno utilises

i hearing aid along with lipid* sad possibly

sign language to supplement his reception.

Characteristics

A hearing !red student it one that ay exhibit

sin cis

!sties area

* actions of the stett ay seem rude or inappropriate

* they ay avoid spokes counicition by checking things,

out for themselves rather than arsidng someone else

they ay sake unintentional noises

* interrupt conversations

speak too loudly or not loudly enough

tioe because 1 his handicap. Such character



Special_ Considerations

There are some special considerations to consider with a hearing

impaired student in your classroom or laboratory. Many of these

considerations result in being beneficial to all students in

comprehending instructions and materials.

* Remain stationary when tam or giving instructions -

This does not mean that you can't move somewhat, but

remember that the hearing impaired students relies on

vision and must see your face.

* Visual Aids are extremely helpful - Use overhead
projectors which increases the amount of time you

are facing the class.
Captioned films are available in Vocational related
areas and are excellent to use since distortion of

the sound track can cause difficulty in understan

even for the normal hearing student.

* Speak clearly and use m te sentences so that the
individual words can be interpreted in the context
of their meaning.

* Utilize written assignments and announcements this
tudents as wallis beneficial for h

* Allow breaks for physical activity and short intervals
of free time to minimize fatigue and frustration.

Assign a "hearing make an outline or carbon
copy of notes, to repeat directions, etc. Buddies

could be rotated weekly--great for interaction
between the hearing and hearing impaired students.

Involve the hearing student in all activities it

may be necessary to prompt participation by asking

him to explain a procedure, etc.

* BC offer guidance in appropriate verbal interactions -

Is he talking too loud?
Is he interrupting? Let him know who's talking.



Special Coneiderations . con d

* Tail with hands, objects around the face - he must

sel your face!

* root cretml loudness causes distortion which will

result in the student not being able to understand

whet you are saying,

* Ildn't overlook any problems he sty be having mud Al

social adjustnent, academic performance, etc, Pemba

that he hte t big adjustment tool Any problems msy

need referral to the special educttor or rehabilitative

counselor,

* Dan't underestimate the student'e ability to perform

Give him the opportunity by not stereotyping the

student into low-level natal tasks or mill jots,

iof

ng impeired student in your class hying counselling

services or support se vices? If so, then ale of this problems

you sly observe in your classroom are in the process of being resolved,

However, the resoluta process does not happen overnight and it can

be beneficial for you to obtain suggestions from the rehabilitative

counselor or special educator in how to help the student overcome

his classroom barriers,

If the student is not receive support euvices or counselling,

there are some obeervati

hearing impaired student's interaction with his

detentes - does he hsve a social adjustment?

his performance in the clue* or laboratory does

he have difficulty in following directions?

It nay be necessary to refer the student for counseling or for

port Mien (interpreter, etc.).

BKONOIS

Books
MilML
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rahl, P,I,, Appleby, Lk, and Lipe, D. kinstreasing Guidebook

for Vocational Educators, Salt lake City, Otto Olympus

!Wishing Co ., 1978.

Turnbull, A.B., and Schulte, J,B, ?itijstrearting !indict*

S Wean A (Adds forlsservot %schen Bodoni
Ally and Won, Ine., 1979,

Captioned Films for the Deaf
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National Association of the Des_ f
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Silver Spring, KO 20910

National Center on Education Media and

Materials for the Handicapped

Ohio State Univesiity

220 Kest Twelfth Ave.

Columbus, OH 43210



SECTION A

Vocational Educators

This:section deals with the step procees-_ undertaken by the

Vocational Educator in separating the preparation or performance of

a task into its component partso equipment, tools, mat-

processes and states. You are the expert in your vocational area

and can be the best source for supp_

tools, etc. that are utilized and ca

respective classifications.

as folio

the names of those materials,

!.sing them into their

are 4 steps involved in this section which are a

Step Writing out the
sent.

Step_ Breaking down the directions into its step
listing the materials, processes, tools, etc.

Step 3 - Categorizing the word list from Step 2.

Step 4 - An ongoing list to be continually supplied with
new words. This will be a Master Classification
List for use by you and the Special Educator.

of a task or



An Ov riew to The H

So you have a hearing impaired student ur vocational,

education classroom. Don't panic!! The student is no different

from any of the other students except in one capacityhe can't

hear as well. However, with a better understanding of where that

hearing impaired student is coming from and what special considerations

to utilise when teaching, will enable the vocational instructor

to successfully implement his goals and objectives of his vocational

field to all students.

Definition s

one who is born with, or acquires a hearing loss
so severe that speech and lsAguage cannot be learned

hearing(auditory channels), A deaf person
relies heavily on lipreading and manual cemamnication
(ASL - American Sign language, Sign Exact

English, etc.

wed - is one who is born with, or acquires a
hearing loss which may range fronton:1 to severe
and whose wpeech and language are learned through
normal channels. The heating imp aired person utilises
a hearing aid along with lipreading and possibly

sign to a le ment his reception.

Characterlati

A hearing impaired student one that may exhibit

certain characteristics because

Utica ores

* actions of the student may seem rude or

* they may avoid spoken communication
out for themselves rather than as someone

* they may make unintentional noises

* interrupt conversations

* speak too loudly or not loudly enough

handicap. Such chore tery



Special Considerations

There are some special .considerations to consider with a hee

impaired student in your classroom or laboratory. Many of these

considerations result in- being beneficial to all students in

comprehending instructions and materials.

* Remain stationary when to _
or giving instructions -

This does not mean that you can't move somewhat, but

remember that the hearing impaired students relies on
vision and must see your face.

* Visual Aids are extremely helpful overhead
projectors which increases the amount of time you

are facing the class.
Captioned films are available in Vocational related
areas and are excellent to use since distortion of

the sound track can cause difficulty in understandi

even for the normal hearing student.

* Speak clearly and use coete sentences so that the

individual words can be interpreted the context

of their meaning.

* Utilize written assignments and announcements
is beneficial for he ing students as well!

Allow breaks for physical activity and short intervals
of free time to minimize fatigue and frustration.

* Assign a "hearing to make an outline or carbon
copy of notes, to repeat directions, etc. .Buddies

could be rotated weekly - -great for interaction
between the hag and hearing impaired students.

Involve the hearing student in all, activities it

may be necessary to prompt participation by asking
him to explain a procedure, etc.

* Blo offer guidance in appropriate verba inte - ctions

Is he talking too loud?
Is he interrupting? Let him know who's talking.



Special Considerations - cont'd

* Talk with hands, objects around the face - he must

eel your face!

* Don't scream! Loudness causes distortion which will
result in the student not being able to understand
what you are as

* Don't overlook any problems he may be having such as

social adjustment, academic performance, etc. Remember

that he has a big adjustment too! Any problems may

need referral to the special educator or rehabilitative
counselor.

* Don't underestimate the student's ability to
Give him the opportunity by not stereotyping
student into low-level nanual tasks or menial 0

Is the hearing impaired student in your class having counselling

services or support services? If so, then some of this problems

you may observe in your classroom are in the process of being resolved.

However, the resolvment process. does not happen overnight and it can

be beneficial for you to obtain suggestions from the rehabilitative

counselor or special educator in how to help the student overcome

his classroom barriers.

If the student is not

there are some observation criteria to be aware:

r couseiling,

* the hearing _ student's interaction with hii
classmates - does he have a social adjustment?

* his performance in the classroom or laboratory
he have difficulty in following directions?

It may be necessary to refer the student for counseling or for

support services(interpret- etc.).
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. Step I consists of writing the directions for a given as
cent or process. In this model we used the directions for ma_
Molded Chocolate Mousse in a Food Service Vocational Class.

Molded Chocolate Mousse-

In a small bind sprinkle 3 teaspoons unflavored gelatin over
cup cold water and let it soften for 10 Minutes. In a bowl beat

cup sugar with 2 large,egg yolks, lightly beaten, until the mixture
is thickened and lemon - colored. In a bowl set over simmering water
melt 2 ounces unsweetened ohocblate. Hanover the bowl from the heat,_

whisk in the egg yolk mixture, and combine the mixture well. Add

3/4 cup hot water to the gelatin mixture and stir the mixture until
the gelatin is dim:11461.: Boat the mixture into.the chocolate
mixture and stir in 1 tablespoon kirsch. Transfer the mixture
to a metalbowl, set the bowl :in a bowl of crushed ice, and stir
the mixture until it is cool and thick but do not let, it set. In

another bowl bort.:3 large egg,Whites with a pinch each of cream
of tartar andsalt until they hold:Ooft-peaks and fold them
gently but thoroughly into ther:chOdeLate mixture.

Rinse a 3 -cup decorative -mold with Coldwater but do not
dry it. Pour'in the'chocolativmixturei-*Wthe mold sharply on a
hard surface:toexpel any bubbles, and chill it, loosely covered, for
at least 2 hour'. -Bin a tbdn-knife around tbeedge of the mold,
dip the Mold in warm Mater:Icor a fee oecondti and invert a serving
plate over it. Invert:the mousse onto the plate and serve it with
slightly sweetened whipped cream.

4 to 6



STS 2

Step 2 involves breaking each step of the directions in
Step 1. There are two parts to this step: Each sentence (step)

is written with,materials, tools, processes, and states underlined
the first time it appears' You do not underline words.that are
repeaRlgxs the weed stir may be'used loveral times in the
course of the recipe. -1601111ns the first time it is used).

The second part is listing those words that are underlined
adjacent to its step process,

Molded Chocolate Mousse

1. In a all bowl
unflavored gelatin ov
water and let it soften
utes.

teaspoons mixing bowl
egv:told sprinkle
or 1a Ain. measuring..spoons

UnfiaVored gelatin
measuring cups
soften

le ge ear yo ks
Inn bowl , 'beat f

agtattlill 2
until the mixture is thick and
lemon-colored.

A bowl (double - boiler) set over

simmerin water, 4141t 2 ounces

unsweetened ehodolate0

4. R the 1 from the heat,
whisk in the egg yolk:mixture,
and combine the:mixture well.

Add 3/4 cup hot water to the
gelatin mixture and stir the
mixture until the gelatin is
dissolved;

6. Beat the mix
mixture and
kirsch.

-beat
dated sugar

Ogg Yolks
lightly beaten
mixture
thick
lemon-colored

double-boiler
simmering
melt
=sweetened chocolate

remove
whisk
combine

add
stir
dissolved

into the chocolate kirsch
in 1 tablespoon

7. Tfer the mixture to a metal
tow., set the:bowl in a boWl of

g10 ice, and stir the mixture
until it is cool and thick but do
not let it set;

14

transfer
crushed ice
cool
set

'77



decorative, mold with
at do not dry it. decors ve mold

10. in tiler,

dip
invert
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MCM B

St
sent or

ChPecilati C

STET

lets or writing the irsetiohs f a given nesi
In this model we used the directions for making

ookien in a Practical ATta Cooking Clam.

bond sift tether p
eaa n a t.

okie sheets. Crern cup bu
esponnis granulated in&

eked Crean well until
t.

it one_

Poolgnin
inches ento.tal

375* Wan for iA =12 mites
rack n storm in Airtight tins. Malmo-5-6 dozen.

a1171MXpose

thellcur_
01n7,cit :package nomics!

1280-2-apcnns-tn.makeAt
tined-cookie-sheets', and
ountilliptly browned.

18

ens
taks in a
Cool on a

until
occlate
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STEP 2

- 14 -

Step 2 involves breaking each step of the directions in
Step 1. There are two parts to this steps Bach sentence (step)
is written with materials, tools, processes, and states underlined
the first time it appears. You do not underline words that
are repeated (acs the world stir asy be used several times in the

coots', of the recipe, Under lEii the first time it is used).
The second part is listing those words that are underlined
adjacent to its step process.

Chocolate Chip Cookies

In a bowl sift together i cu 2
t.1121.1mati ells ee flour, teI

spoon tisk jmtivit t goon salt and
set aside,

2. Butter cookie heets.

5.

Cream + cup butter. preferably unsalted,
add 3 tablespooni granulated sugar and
5 tablespoons dax-i_brolliaekede

Cr m well until Ili_ ;70

Beat in I
extract.

and * teaspoon vanilla

6. Add the flour mixture and

Stir in one 6-ounce package semi-sweet
chocolate bits.

bowl
sift
sifter
measuring cup
plus
measuring spoons
all-purpose flour
baking soda
salt
set aside

butter
cookie sheets

cream
unsalted butter
granulated sugar
dark brown sugar
packed

fluffy

beat

egg
vanilla a ct

add
,mixture

stir
well4lended

ounce
semi -sweet chocolate

bits





Step consists of categorizing thE words listed in Step 2 under four classifirktions,



FOOD PRODUCTS

wnise
bullion
butt
casserole
cereal
chowder
cookies
crackers
dough
dregs

food color
french fries
french toast

&Taw/
hash

ism
jellies
lasagna
meats
omelet
pancakes

Pte_
poultry

Punch
relish
Tolle
solids
aim*
shellfish

stew! '.,.
Yeetebl

I+ast l si i Lion List - cont'd
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SECTION B

Special Educators

There is chaos in the classroom! Hal rams the vocational

educator. You are an expert in your field in understanding handicapped

children and their needs. This section deals with the step processes

in determining the lipreading ability of words found in Vocational

Food Services.

There are 7 steps involved in this section, which are summarized

as follows.

Step A - Separating words into one syllab

-Step B - Grouping words homophenously

Step C - Grouping words by obscurity

Step D - Grouping words by blends

Step E Categorizing into 5 rules

Rule A - Similar Sound
Rule #2 - Inadequate Visual Cues
Rule #3 - Same Initial Placement
Rule #4 - More Than One Meaning
Rule #$ - Unfamiliar Words

Step F - Tallying the words

Step G Ranking the words

syllable etc.



An Overview to Lipreadis

In lipreading one relies very heavily on vision as a cue of

top priority before auditory cues. .Articulation of words is not

the problem found with poor lipreading ability but rather it lies

with the similarities of words in placement, manner and voicing

which hampers the person from distinguishing different was of

similar value. words may have the same initial formation

such as beat and meat - -but for the hearing impaired person, he may

not be able to distinguish the difference of the words by sound.

These words are homophenous--meaning that they all take place in the

same initial manner within the mouth.

EX s tat, bat, mat

time, dime, nine

There also exists another barrier in lipreading ability in

which words can have sounds that are obscured, hidden from

vision. Ere key, Este, camping, There is no visible cue as to

what sound is being produced.

One syllable words offer less cues and if used in isolation,

no cues are offerred to the lipreader. One can assume that in a

list of words--the one syllable words are the most difficult to

comprehend unless accompanied with other cues in the form of

phrases, sentences.

Two syllable words may cause confusion only when the initial

syllable of that word cannot be grasped.. This occurs in the inf.-

tial similarity of words such as simmer and dimmer.

Another consideration to take into account is the faMiliat ty

of a word. Hearing impaired people do not acquire a vocabu7y as

easily as hearing people from an auditory angle. Instead, they

rely from associations of words and objects or words and actions,

etc, It can be possible for one to decide if a particular word is

common in a child's environment. if it is an everyday word7then,

most likely a hearing impaired child has had exposure to the words

but, if the word is a specialty word or one used only in a given

situation, then it is apt to be outside the child's vocabulary.

30



What difference does this make? It makes a big difference to the

lipreader. It is very difficult for a lipreader to comprehend an

unfamiliar word visually just as it is difficult for a hearing person

to comprehend an unfamiliar word auditorally. We usually asks "What

as that word?" The hearing impaired person is in the same situation

but from a visual aspect.

31
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S estions on Ranking lord Lists Accordadi__ Abilit

STEP A - Separate words into lists

STEP B - Group Words homophenous
in similar placement.
sh, ch, j and k, c cake

of one syllable, tws syllable, etc.

(the first letter of the words start
p, b, m and to d, n, s, and

g(gate) ).

STEP C - Group words by_ obecurity_(the first letter of the words start
with k, c(cake ), g (gate) ).

STEP D - Group words by same blends (the lett

such ass bl, br, sl, at, etc.)

STEP_E - From the above lists the words should be categoriz
the following fulees

Rule 41 - Words with Similar Sounding

This category in group__ words with similar sounds it is
essential that you don't overlook words that are not a perfect
match for sound. You can hear the deviations if you possess
normal hearing--but, the hearing impaired person may not be
able to hear the distinctions. acs stir, store or glaze, glass

Rule_ 12 - Inadequate Visual Cues

The above examples (stir, store and glaze, glass) can be
classified into this category since they both appear similar
when produced. EX, eat, yeast

pule 01 - Words with Same Initial Placement

Exs meat, beat (they both occur at the lips)

broil, boil (they both occur at the lips but the
'r' of broil may be obscured)

Rule 04 Words with More Than One Mea-

Ex$ brown the color or to cook by sauteing)
cream a liquid to pUt in coffee or to mix butter

and sugar)

Rule 01 - Unfamiliar Food Terminology or Words

Words can be ranked in this category by utilising sources
of vocabulary norms for deaf children-or by determination
relative to its complexity or specialty.

STEP F - Tally Word List

The words are listed alphabetically and tallied with
the rules that apply to that particular word.

STEP G - Words can now be ranked according to the following scale'

'5 - most barriers to lipreading ability

1 fewer barriers to lipreading ability
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*** In using the foregoing rules you may find that with words with more

than one syllable that you will not have as many barriers. Categories

such as unfamiliar words and terminology as well as more than one

meaning will be the most frequent barriers with these words. The

important aspect to lipreading is fewer the barriers, easier the

lipreading ability.
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CLUSUICATIONS OF ONE

1. 'Words with similar Sounding

boil broil, oil, foil
rice, slice, dice, Ice, ripe,
bake, cake' baste, ate, shake
beat, beet, meat, haste eat,
mold, fold, cold

gM, pot, hot
salt, sauce, saute(may not hear er
core, pour, store, stir
meal, seal, peel
corke Potk, fork
flour, scour, hour, a ur
fish, dish
grape, grate, scrape

r

rare, pare, pear
ground, round,
time, lime, thyme
roast, toast, toss
place, plate
scrub, rub
plan, pan
glaze, glass
chop, shop
tea, pea
cbeese, sheet
grille chill
rinse, mince
mince, mix
sip, dip, whip
melte -milk

k, eat, beat
pour, pork
serve, stir
mince, pinch' inch
pint, pie
whisks* whit
mound, pound

c , whites
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Classifi tion of ble Con I

nadereate Visual_Cues

add
egg
ounce
quart
yolk
white
whip
dice, slice, ice, spice, rice
salt, sauce, saute
bake, baste
broil, boil, oil
beats meat, beet
eat, yeast, grease, heat
grape, grate, scrape
meal, peel
place, plate
toast, toss
frost, roast
milk, melt
mince, nix
sip, dip
shop, chop
sour, hour
sour, scour
sheet, cheese
peak
pinch
Pint

store
es, rice

se, s

spoil, boil
cake.

core, cork
cup
fork
four
kirsch
tins
whisk,
knead
ounce
packed

pan
pare, pear
pea
seal



Class S liable Words - Cont'd

.Woe Frith

boil, oil
beat, meat, beet, peak
eat, yeast, heat
meal, peel
place, plate
glass, glass
toast, toss
melt, milk
sip, dip
mince, mix
bake, baste
shop, chop
grape, grate
pear, pare
rice, ripe
salt, sauce, saute
scour, sour
sheet, cheese

Initial Mac

4. Words with More than One

brown
cake
cool
core
cream
dip
flour
fold
glue
grease

ll
ground
ice
mold

stir, store
beet, peak
whisk, whites
time, thyme
packi bake
rinse, rice
spoil, boil
bound, pound, mound
mince, pinch
pie, pint
pork, pour
bought, pot
pour, more
serve, stir
slice, dice

oil
peak
peel

sip
spice
store
time.

toss
whisk
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n of S liable

Unfamiliar Food Te nology or Words

Id

baste
broil
brown
chin
cork
core
cream
dice
fold
fresco
glaze
grate
grease
grill
ground
kirsch
knead
mince
ounce
packed
pare
peak
peel
pint
pry

rep
rare
ripe
roast
sauce
saute
scour
scrape
seal
serve
set
sheet
soft
spice
spoil

whisk
whites
yeast

Yolk
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H A flavored
mrb To wwkidough sdth,palms

and fo
van: nom A cutting,instrament.
LADLZt A 19n13tianged- utfr8ii Frith a userving liquids, soups, Punch,

SA A casserole ,rade with laye
meat, "tomato-.sauce, cheese

n A yellow medium-simed acidic fruit.
noun) A consisting of lemon juice Mxet with

water
oun) A use leaves are used for eati

(noun) ertain some of the fat has been remov
ve). ifith very 3. ittle force.

n
,A small green am dic fruit.

A classification' of cloth ma kins and tablecloth
fluid foo4 that is pc milk, etc.

animal used o (chicken liver,
v ..-

L





noun
PAPRIKA; noun
PANCAKE;

PARE; (verb)

PARING KNIFE;

PARMESAN
PARSLEY;
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS

A flat cake cooked on a griddle.
A red spice not as strong as pepper--used more

for garnishing.
To cut off the outer layer(skin) of a vegetable or

fruit.
(noun) A 6mall knife for removing the skin and

rind of vegetables and fruit.
(noun) A hard, dry flavored cheese from skim milk.

A garden herb which the green leaves are used to

garnish or season foods.
Referring to the flour product such as macaroni,

noodles, spaghetti, etc.
A food paste such as pie crust. A classification

of baked goods that are made with pastry.

noun) A utensil used for mixing the flour,
water and oil to make a pastry.

An oil treated cloth used with flour rubbed

on the surface for working with pastry.

noun) A round, highly nutritious seed eaten as a vegetable..

(noun) A juicy yellow-red fruit.
noun Projecting point of a food mass.

adj. Food having a peaked consistency(egg whites).

PEANUT (noun) An edible nut.
PEANUTBUTTERs (noun) A smooth paste made from the ground, roasted

peanut,
An edible sweet fruit with a roundish base and neck.

An oval smooth-shelled nut with a sweet edible seed,

r
To strip remove) the skin of vegetables, fruits.

The skin of vegetables and fruit.
A strong spice either black or white.
To flavor food with pepper.
A pickled cucumber.
To place food in a pickled solution(vinegar, spices,

sugar,
(noun) A baked dish consisting of fruit, meat with an under

layer of crust as well as a top layer.

PLATE; (noun) A round, shallow dish with sloped sides for

maim pies,
PINCH; (verb) A small quantity.of food the size of a pinch is

Placed in a mixture.
PINEAPPLE; (noun) ,An edible juicy fruit of a tropical plant.
PINT, (noun) A unit of measure(Ouantity)
PLACE; (noun) A space or seat at the table.

verb To set something down in a specific area or place.
PLACEMATs (noun) A covering of cloth, paper, etc, to put under

one's plate, option, fork and knife at the table
to protect the table surface as well as to use
as a decerative piece,

PLATE; A shallow dish of earthenware, p_orecelain from
which food is served or eaten.

CHEESE.
(noun)

PASTA; (noun)

PASTRY; (noun

PASTRY BLENDER

PASTRY CLOTH; (noun)

PEA'
PEACH.
PEAK;

PEAR; (noun
PECAN; (nou
PEEL; (verb

(noun
PEPPER no-

v -b
PICKLE,
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GLOSSARY CIF TERMS.

PLATTER: (noun) A large shallow oval dish for holding or
serving meat, etc.

PLUM! noun A deep purple, reddish fruit.
PLUS. (prep) To add or in addition to.
POLISH. (verb) To make shiney, glossy by rubbing.

POPCORN! (noun) Any corn kernels that burst when heated.

PORK. (noun) Meat from hogs used as food.
PORTION. (noun) A part of food or the amount of the food.

POT! (noun) An earthenware, metallic or other usually round and
deep dish(bowl) used, for'cooking.

POTATO! (noun) An edible tuber(fleshy oblong growth) of a plant
used as a vegetable.

POTHOLDER1 (noun) A thick rectangular or square layered cloth
used for picking up hot dishes, pans, pots.

POULTRY. (noun) The classification(grouping) of chicken, turkey,
geese, fowl, duck(birds) used for meat.

POUND* noun A unit of measurement(quantity)
verb To crush or pulverize by beating.

POUR. (verb) To send a liquid flowing from a container.

PREHEATS (verb) To heat an oven or cooking equipment to the
temperature stated on the receipt before cooking.

PREPARE. (verb) To make ready.
PRESERVE! (noun) Fruits that have been cooked with sugar to

can them.
The process of treating food to keep for long
periods of time.

PROVOLONE CHEESE. (noun) A white, mild soft cheese.

PRUNE' (noun) A dried plum.

PRY. (verb) To raise open or remove by force.
PUDDING! (noun) A sweet dish made with flour, milk, eggs, sugar,

and flavoring.
PUMPERNICKEL: (noun) A courae(rcugh) slightly sour bread.

noun) A large yellow-orange fruit used for making pies.

PUATKIN-SEEDs (noun) The seed Of the pumpkin which is used as
food.

PUNCH. (verb) To thrust a quick blow with the fist (punch down the
dough).

(noun) A drink consisting of 2 or more fruit juices, liquor,
wine, champagne, etc.

PUNCH HOWL. (noun) A large decorative bowl for holding punch and
served with a decorative ladle.

QUANTITY' (noun) An amount of food or measure.

QUART. (noun) _A unit of measure quantity).

WARTERs noun) A monetery unit(* of a dollar).
verb) To cut into kpisoes.

RADISH* noun) A red crisp, strong edible root used in salads or
eaten raw as a vegetable.

RANGE: (noun) A large stove having more than one oven and cooking
tops.

RAPs v- b) To strike(hit) with quick light blows.

verb
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS

RARE, (adj.) Meat that is not completely cooked or having a red

center.
RASPBERRY (noun) A small juicy red or black berry(fruit).

REDUCE* (verb) To bring down, lower in size or heat.

REFRESHMENTS noun A food or drink not eaten at meal time.

REFRIGERATE, (verb) To cool or keep foods, liquids cool.

REFRIGERATION* (noun) The process of producing low temperatures.

REVRIGEBATORs (noun) A box, room, cabinet in which foods are 7
kept cold through means of ice or mechanization.

RENEkTs verb To heat food again.

RELISH, noun A sauce made with pickles, olives, sugar, etc.

REMOVE' verb To take awayitake dishes off the table), take out
of something take the cake out of the pan), to

take off(remove the pan from the stove.)

_ESTAURAWTs (noun) A place to eat.
REVOLVING OVEN, (noun) An oven which Packs move in a circular

direction so as to give eveb amount of
heat to the food.

RICEs (noun A food from the seeds of a grain.

RIM (noun The skin of fruits or vegetables.
To wash in water by pouring water
dishes' utensils, etc.

RIPE, (adj.) Food that is ready for reaping(gathering) or to

be eaten.

(verb) To bake meat or other foods by dry heat in the
oven.

(noun) A round piece of meat, that is cooked and sliced.

PIN, (noun) A long wooden pin(round) for rolling out dough

(noun) A small cake of bread usually rolled or filled with
jelly, etc. .

made with seeds or grain of the rye plant.
ee from injury or danger.

A cold dish of lettuce or other vegetables,
fish, fruit, eggs, etc.

SALMON* (noun) A food fish caught in fresh water.

SALT, (noun) A white powdered grain used for seasoning
acts as a preservative.

(noun) A device for weighing food. The skin of

certain frults(pineapple).
verb) To remove the skin of the fish.

The flesh of a-mollusk used for eating.
Rounded edgeaof a dish or pie crust.

verb) To bake food in a sauce with crumbs on top.
A4mall deep ladle for taking up flour
icecream.

(verb To hollow:6# a fruit, potatoes, etc.
SCOURS (verb) To clean or polish by hard rubbing.
SCRAPE' (verb) To removefrom an outer layer or Surface by rubbing

over:ths.sUrfa00:with,a rubber spatula or spoon.
SCRUB, (vern ) -To4ubilarito clean.

/

SEALs verb To olote in a container.
noun The cover or top of a container that has be

RINSE, verb over the food or

ROAST,

ROLLIii

ROLLS,

RYE, (noun)
SAFETY' no
SALAD, (noun)

SCALES,

meat,

and

h or

sugar,

olo
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Y OF TERMS

SEAR' verb) To char(brown ) the surface of meat to hold in its

juices.

L(noun) Classification of spices and herbs.
SEASON* verb To flavor foods with spices, herbs.

SECTION* verb
SECONDS' (noun) Unit of time.

To break fool into its pieces(section an

orange).
The middle portion of a fruit or vegetable that

usually he.
sm.simErt Not completely sweet.

SEPARATE' (verb) To take apart(separato an egg egg yolk and

white).

SERRATEDKNIFEI (noun) A knife with blades that have sharp teeth.

SERVE' (verb) To hand fool to guests. To wait at a tab_

SERVICES (noun) An act of serving or a set of dishes.

sus (verb) To put in a particular ;aloe. To allow food to become

firm or solid.

SHAKES (verb) To mix with quick vigorous movements

SHARPLY' (adv.) To do something qUickly, fast.

SHE: (noun) A rectangular, metal pen.

SHELLFISH* (noun) An aquatic(water) animal having a shell(lo

crab, shrimp, etc.

SHRED* (verb) To break into small pieces.

SHRIMP (noun) A small, long-tailed water animal with a shellike

body,

SIEVE* (noun) An instrument with a mesh-like bottom for separating

solids from liquids.
(verb) To strain of place food through a sieve.

SIFT: v- b To separate the coarse parts of flour.

SIFTER A tool used for sifting dry ingredients.

SILVERWARE: (noun) Pertaining to utensils used when eat -(for-

knives, spoons, etc.)

SIMMERS (verb) Liquid at agentle boiling.

SINK: (noun) A basin that is usually built into a coup_

for reeeivingand carrying off water.

SIZE* (noun) The amount or dimension of a foodoliquids.

SIP: verb) 'To drink a little at a time,

SKIM: (verb) To take up or remove the'top layer(floating mass)

from a liquid with a (*pooh or ladle.

SKIM MILKS (noun) Milk from which the cream has been removed.

SLICE' (verb) A thin pica cut from Meat, vegetable, cheese.

SLICER* A machine which cuts meats, cheese, etc. in

desired thickness*.

SLIVER' (noun) A slender peke of food.
non s0 SPOON, (noun_ A large spoon with holes in Its base

for draining off liquids as the food
is removed from the pan, dish.

SMOKED (verb) To cure meat or fish by exposure to smoke.

SNACK: (noun) A Small-drink or food(a light mew).

SODA' (noun) A carbonated drink(coke, pepsi, gingerale etc.

SEED' (noun)
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GLOS ARY OF TERMS

SOFT: j Something that is not hard or stiff.

SOFTEN (verb) To make or become soft.

SOLE' noun A food fish.

SOUP: noun A liquid food made with meat, fish, vegetables, etc.

SOUR: adj. A food having an acid taste(not pleasing) such as

vinegar, lemons, etc.

SOUR CREAM: (noun) A thick cream with a sour taste.

SPAGIERITI! (noun) Long blender, cordlike pasta.

SPATULA: (noun) An instrument with a flat, broad blade used for

spreading food, frosting or scraping(rubber

scraper or spatula).

SPIOEs (noun) A pungent, aromatic substance used for seasoning,

flavoring(cinnamon, cloves, nutmeg).

(verb) To used a spice and place on food.

INACIIs (noun) A dark green leafy vegetable used in salads or

cooked(boiled).

SPOIL: (verb) To go bad or ruin the process.

SPOIL& (noun) Food which has gone bad.

SPONGE (noun) A porous item used for wiping up liquide.

SPOON: (noun) A utensil with a bowl-like part and handle for

taking up or stirring liquids, food.

(verb) To take up food or hollow out a vegetable, fruit

with a spoon.

(noun) Any food prevaration for spreading on bread,, crackers,

etc.
To apply a coating of food(spread), frosting.

To scatter a powder or food particles over food

or liquid.

SQUASH: The fruits of vine-like plants that are cooked

as vegetebles.

STEAM COOKER: (noun) A large pot in which foods are cooked by

steam.

STEW: (noun) A preparation of m 1 v 2 or other

foods cooked by st li

To cook food by simmering slow

STIR, To mix with a circ

STORAGE: (noun) A place to ke

STORE: noun A plans whey

verb To put food or equipmen

STOVE: noun A ;girt of a range in which the top portion is used'

for cooking foods in

STRAIN: (verb) To pass thrombin/0v to rid the

food of any lbloidos

STRAWBERRY! (noun) A smill; red fruit.

STUFF: (verb) To fill- a turkey, chicken, meat, o

filling:,

STUFFING! (noun) The filling that is put in meats, etc, and

conniste of bread cubes, etc..

set crystalline stibetance,that can be

powdered, granulited or unrefine
Urge store where foods acre bou

SPRLNKLE
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SUPPER: (noun) The last meal of the day.
(noun) A firm pale-yellow or whitish cheese

containing many holes.

SWORDFISH: (noun) A large food fish which its meat is cut into steaks.

TABLE: (noun) A piece of furniture with a flat top and usually

4 legs in which persons sit to eat.

TABLECLOTH* (noun) A covering of cloth(linen) or paper to protect

and decorate a table.
TABLESPOON:- (note A spoon larger than a teaspoon. A uni

measurement for capacity.

TEA: (noun) Leaves of a plant that is used to make a beverag

TEkSPOONI (noun) The small spoon used for stirring coffee, tee.

A unit of measurement used for capacity.

THI2MOMETER: (noun) An instrument for measuring the temperature

(hat) or a liquid, food, etc.

THICKZN: (verb) To make a liquid thicker.

THIFfs adj. A food that is not thick(marrow slice)

verb) To make a liquid thinner by adding more liquid.

THOROUGHLY: (adV To do, something completelye

THRUTINED FORKS (noun) A large fork with 3 tines(prongs) for

lifting meats.

THYME: (noun) Aromatic leaves used for seasoning. An herb.

TIME: (noun) The relation of duration.
To watch how long something takes to finish.

TIMER: (noun) A device for setting a certain amount of time which

will buzz when the time is comTleted.

TINS: (noun) A metal box or conatiner.

TOAST: noun Bread(slices) that have been browned.

verb) To brown bread, marshmallows, upon direct exposure

to heat.

TOASTER: (noun) An instrument(equipment) used for toesting(browning_

TOMATO: noun) A red round fruit used in salads and for making

spaghetti sauces.

TOSS: (verb) To pitch up and down with two forks or spoons.

TRANSFER: (verb) To move the food from one container to another.

TRIM: (verb) To remove the fat from meat.

TUKAFISH: (noun) A food fish.

TURKEY: (noun) A large bird(poultry) whose flesh is used for meat.

TURNIPS: (noun) An edible root used as a vegetable.

TOW-TINED FORK (noun) A large fork with two tines(prongs) used

for lifting meats.

UNFLAVORED: (adj.) Food having no flavor.

UNORM: (noun) A dress or clothes(special clothes) used for

a specific job.

UNSWEETENED: (adj.) Food that is not sweet.

VANILLA: (noun) A flavoring or extract used in foods.

VEGETABLE (noun) A classification of foods used a an entree(

along with- in a meal.

VITAMINS: (noun) Essential substances found in foods for
maintaining our bodies and giving energy.

WAFFLM31 (noun) A batter cake made with a grid of deep indenta o

SWISS CHEESE:

60
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WAITER: (noun) A man who serves at tables.
WAITRESS: (noun) A woman who serves at tables.
WASH: (verb) To apply water for the purpose of cleaning or

rinsing foods, dishes, etc.
WATERHEWN: (noun) A large round or oval fruit with a hard green

rind and a red juicy pulp.
WHEAT: (noun) A grain of widely used cereal grass.
WEEP: (verb) To beat(mix) with fast repeated strokes.
WHISK: (noun) An instrument used in performing the rapid, swift

strokes.
(verb) To use rapid, swift strokes in mixing a food(liquid).

WRIT (noun) The fluid which surrounds the yolk of an egg,
WOK: (noun) A large Japanese pan with sloping sides and a heat

source provided directly under the base.
WCRCESTERSHIRE SAUCE: (noun) A sauce made with soy, vine spices.
YOUCART OR YOGURT' (noun) A prepared custardlike(pudding food

sweetend or flavored with and from curdled
milk,

ZUCCHINI: (noun) A dark green long vegetable squash.


